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Script your Success Story Motivate &amp; lead tremendously Win Friends &amp; Manage People Set Goals &amp; achieve them Free MouthShut app saves money. Click here to know more Ratings &amp; Reviews5Success is a matter of RelationshipMatra success is a real relationship-positive attitude. Now that I'm
reading this book, I think I can do whatever I want. And thank you sir for giving us such a book and great thought success is a matter of relationship. I advise all people to read the book, and I assure you that you will not be disappointed and you will become a fan of Arindam Chaudhuri like me. Whenever I feel frustrated
or can't find the right way, this book reminds me success is what I think I'm capable of. The book has a lot more than I do... READ MOREKjunte chickens before hatching..... Arindam Chaudhuri is a very successful leader and of course we would all like to know his mantra and the approach to life that he did today. This is
one of his books that has many of his tips &amp; strategies for success in life. Count your chickens before hatching is the author's first book as a writer and one of my favorite books. The book is about counting your chickens before they hatch, which means you're ready for the best way for any situation in your life. We
can't take anything... READ MORE3 Read the first half of the bookAding the book is very apprehended. It sounds very interesting to be delivered in. To be honest, the first part of the book is very inspiring and motivated enough, it can take passion drivers outward, making you more enthusiastic and robust. but as soon as
the first part is over, the charm of the book is gradually lost. A man feels as if he's reading it normally. This book may be very good for managers/people working at higher levels, so they can perform after a thorough approach... READ MORE4A A very simple way of indianising science management. The first part of the
book is very inspiring and motivated enough, it can take drivers passion outwards, making you more enthusiastic and robust. but as soon as the first part is over, the charm of the book is gradually lost. A man feels as if he's reading it normally. This book can be very good for managers/persons working at higher levels, so
they can perform according to the thorough knowledge of this book. For a student, the first part is a better option. Part two... READ MORE4plus point is the way the author illustrated his points with examples and images. The biggest plus point of CYCBTH is without a doubt the way the author illustrated his points with
examples and images. whether it's Dhirubhai ambani or Henery Ford effective use of examples, known quotes and interesting images that this book needs to read! Theory I management is an interesting concept, framed so that an Indian worker has in mind, Chaudhuri excellent in his attempt to give us a theory with a
managed Indian mind with understanding. READ MOREUsed people may not know their long-term goals perhaps they may not necessarily have a clear idea of their long-term objectives, addressing them with the greatest effort on the task of the moment, with the feeling that in some way the successful performance of
their task prepares them for more important activities in the future. READ MORE4 Hide your success story with CYCBTH. This book is a great tool for anyone who has wanted to achieve success. I realized that success is all about the right behavior and knowing our abilities. Tag lines describe the book in the best way to
motivate and guide exceptionally;make friends and manage people;set goals and reach people. It does have some magical power in all the chapters that will benefit anyone who reads it. Hats to the author for a wonderful book. READ MORE4Motivational bookThi book contains different motivational principles that really
help us to achieve success in life and this is the right book for all those who want to achieve their goal. This book is primarily for all those who want to do something great in their lives, but some encouragement requires what's in this book. READ MORE4Light book The book, given by Arindam Chaudhuri Count Your
Chickens Before They Hatch,presents the mantras of success that really help our lives achieve success and achieve our goals. The book is really good, and everyone has to read this book. Although this is his debut book, but the way he presents his views is like a professional writer. READ MORE4Success mantraS
have read the book CYCBTH and found that the book really is motivation-presenting successful mantras that are used if you want success in your life. The main principle given in this book is the ASCE principle, i.e. Attitudes,Skill and Knowledge.To enough success, we should use these three things carefully and we will
certainly find success. READ MORE A simple and motivational narrative from Arindam on how to manage people and organizations well.. My GoodReads rating 3/5My learning:(1) If something is worth doing, then it should be done with passion. (2) The boss and the employee together know more than the boss. Learn to
listen to your team(3) Don't be afraid to grow slowly, just fear peace(4) People are the only sustainable competitive advantage of the organisation. (5) Things don't roll out in this world until someo Aindas' simple and motivated narrative from Arindam about how to manage people and organizations well.. My GoodReads
rating 3/5My learning:(1) If something is worth doing, then it should be done with passion. (2) The boss and the employee together know more than the boss. Learn to listen to your team(3) Don't be afraid to grow slowly, just fear peace(4) People are the only sustainable competitive advantage of the organisation. (5)
Things don't happen in this world until someone turns them around. (6) The world stands by the way it leaves a man who knows where he is going. ... More About the Book: Book 'Count Your Chickens Before They Hatch' All individuals who want to achieve great success in life... It's about counting your chickens before
they hatch, because successful people don't wait for things to happen, things happen. The book presents the principles of success through a wide range of issues such as passion at work, motivating people and winning friends, effective communication and extraordinary leadership. The book also contains an interesting
and lucid illustration of the Indian-centrir 'Theory i Management' developed by Prof. Chaudhuri himself. The book extensively employs winning experiences and illustrations of the myriad successes of icons from Mahatma Gandhi to Martin Luther King, from Mr. Honda to Fidel Castro, from Stevie Wonder to Sir Don
Bradman... from Swami Vivekanand to Gautam Buddha. The section on Theory i Management draws liberal aspirations from India's cultural threads and the life experiences of Mahatma Gandhi and Lord Christopher in Mahabhara to develop success principles for the Indian-specific model of governance. Adds Prof
Chaudhuri: You think we have the best talent pool in the world, our organisations have not been well. One of the most important reasons for the failure of Indian management was our failure to develop an indigenous management style that revolves around our cultural roots and upbringing. The theory i is an attempt to
understand and define an Indian worker, just as the Japanese tried to do with their Z theory. Z.
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